Bibliography of Gregory C. Brundage

Kadesh Treaty - World's oldest peace treaty

《加的斯条约》-世界上最古老的和平条约

1269 BCE – Istanbul Archaeology Museum – Photo by G. Brundage - It says among other things: “Treaty of Rea-Mashesha-Mai Amana the Great King, the King of the land of Egypt, the valiant, with Hattusilis, the Great King of the Hatti land for establishing good peace and good brotherhood worthy of great kingship forever...” This version of the Kadesh Treaty was written in the Hittite Language.

That, is Great Writing.

那是伟大的写作。
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Writer Gregory Brundage at the Bell tower in Xi’an 2015, the official start of the Silk Roads in China.
2021 Aug. 17 America’s Triple Betrayal of Afghan Friends - And interview with a survivor in Kabul
This is the true story of the United States’ triple betrayal of friends in Afghanistan starting with how and why the US lured the Soviets into their invasion in 1979. This article also contains an interview with one Afghan friend in Kabul August 17th, and some friendly practical advice for both modernist friends in Afghanistan and the Taliban leadership gleaned from the Quran, history, and practical experience.
https://www.academia.edu/50920980/Americas_Triple_Betrayal_of_Afghan_Friends_and_Interview
https://www.silkroadvirtualuniversity.org/publications-by-gcb.html

2021 Aug. 13 Medieval America – Torturing and Murdering Heretical Scientists,
Reporters and the Poor - In this article the writer posits that most of the world today is deeply mired in a replay of the Medieval Era as the result of increasingly widespread political corruption and corporate control over news and entertainment media. Increasing corporate control of news and entertainment media orchestrated by national and international intelligence organizations appears to have reduced individual freedoms to below zero in most countries. This “problem” has also led to what can be termed “fake democracies” in that intelligence organizations, via corporate controlled news organizations can determine who runs for elections and who wins those elections.

2021 Aug. 1 Vampires Regrouping in the South China Sea - Tempest in a tea pot or portents of WWIIII? https://altnewsreview.substack.com/p/vampires-regrouping-in-the-south,
2021 July 13  **Shut Down the CIA’S Pied Piper Program – It’s time to stop China bashing especially in educational institutions**, by Greg Brundage July 13, 2021, Silk Road Virtual University

The American disinformation machine is illegal interference in the affairs of other nations. It is illegal by American and international law. I was looking through the internet sites of some foreign universities in China recently and found links to disturbing American government funded articles that are part of the "Color Revolution" movement the US has used in many countries to overthrow governments. In this article I refer to the original template program called "Pied Piper." It's been "upgraded" but it's the same illegal interference in other nations. Generally speaking, during the 1st Cold War there were some rules, like keeping families out of it at least most of the time. This new American driven Cold War takes direct aim at families. It is concluded Americans with a moral conscience need to be much more politically active to end these horrible abuses of power and waste of American tax payer money. Cutting the world in two is not a solution to problems in the USA. The US has to fix itself before preaching to other nations how to govern their own nations, and attacking families and youth is vile and illegal.

https://www.academia.edu/49833233/Shut_Down_the_CIA_S_Pied_Piper_Program_Its_time_to_stop_China_bashing_especially_in_educational_institutions

2021, June 25  **A Brief Review of American Censorship Mechanisms and Laws**

Prohibiting It - *Censorship is the death knell of democracy*. This article reviews most of the above-surface US government and government affiliated organizations and mechanisms used to censor the news, followed by a review of Constitutional, statutory, and case law including SCOTUS decisions prohibiting censorship of the news. This article is the most complete and succinct review of those censorship mechanisms and laws, with linked references published to date. It was written in such a way as to motivate the Supreme Court to reverse its decision in *Citizens United vs. FEC*, overturn subsequent decisions that have resulted in Super-PAC unlimited anonymous campaign finance “donations,” and issue a cease-
and-desist order on current censorship organizations. Additional motivation is provided by a glimpse into how SCOTUS will be remembered in history if they fail to act quickly.

https://altnewsreview.substack.com/p/a-brief-review-of-american-censorship
https://www.academia.edu/49361456/A_brief_review_of_American_censorship_mechanisms_and_laws_prohibiting_it

2021, June 25  **If you smile at me – A Reminder for Americans - From an American in China.** In this short article I quote some ‘60s songs, Wooden Ships (1969) by Crosby, Stills and Nash, "For What It's Worth" (1966) by Buffalo Springfield and What a Wonderful World by Louis Armstrong (1967). "Paranoia strikes deep into your hearts it will creep..." There’s a lot to be learned from that anti-war movement and its music.

https://altnewsreview.substack.com/p/if-you-smile-at-me-a-reminder-for
Silk Road Virtual University

2021, June 22  **Euro Americas’ criminal leadership and the Chinese Bogeyman** – This article looks at the rapidly escalating American and NATO aggression and potential war against China, the responsible parties and some possible realistic ways to short-circuit those systems. After finishing the previous article, I noticed an NYT article that appeared to be engaging in psychological operations to prepare Americans for a war against China. Then I realized: Most of the promoters of war are not “mentally ill,” but rather simple profit motivated criminals. What to do about them? In this article I suggest the Supreme Court, the US Attorney General, and possibly Pope Francis could play a positive role in ending American wars of aggression against innocent countries. It is concluded that reopening Château d’If Prison to house the most recalcitrant criminals might be warranted, which by the way is an absurd but humorous suggestion if one knows the history of that particular prison. Given a choice between the very humane therapy in my June 17th article, and the more dire consequences of continuing their criminal careers, one might think the former the far more attractive option.

https://www.academia.edu/s/82be10cd81?source=news
https://altnewsreview.substack.com/p/euro-americas-criminal-leadership

(Note: Academia.edu offers a Discussion option for articles and I put this article up for discussion among peers. That discussion can be found at the link above.)

2021, June 17 Treatment Plan for Euro-American Leaders’ Pathological Greed and the Hate Pandemics They Cultivate to Feed it – A novel humanistic approach to educating/deprogramming western politicians, and the corporate, intelligence and media elite as an alternative to increasing economic polarization, starvation, war and global ruin. This psychotherapeutic treatment plan involves determining baseline pre-test levels of greed, prejudice, psychopathy and sadism, and a treatment involving both systematic desensitization and immersion learning as well as post-test evaluation.

https://thegreatlinking.files.wordpress.com/2021/06/treatment-for-the-greed_hate-disorder.pdf
Silk Road Virtual University

2021, June 9 Proposal for Cyber-Based New Just-United-Nations-Assembly
There is a lot most people don’t know about the details of the internal structure of the UN like the fact it was designed to be a failure at keeping the peace from the beginning. Instead, it was designed as a tool of western hegemonic expansion. If the reader doesn’t believe it, read this proposal and check the original UN Charter. This is a project proposal to streamline UN systems, give it the opportunity to self-correct if possible or replace it with the very low budget, highly efficient model briefly presented in this proposal.

Silk Road Virtual University
https://altnewsreview.substack.com
https://www.academia.edu/49183099/Proposal_to_Construct_a_Cyber_Based_New_Just_United_Nations_Assembly_JUNA

2021, June 6 Colonialism and the Ongoing Genocide in Ethiopia - 777 Words
Introduction - A background/overview of how things came to be now
https://www.academia.edu/49143904/Colonialism_and_the_Ongoing_Genocide_in_Ethiopia_777_Words
Silk Road Virtual University
Made in America - Genocide in Ethiopia - A four-part article series
Part 1: Evangelist Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed Ali Joins the Killa Club
Part 2: MOTIVES for the US to start a civil war Ethiopia
Part 3: The murder of Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam’s (GERD) beloved Chief Engineer Simegew Bekele

Part 4 – Slaughtering the progeny of King Solomon and the Queen of Sheba on the Altar of Capitalism - And the Tewahedo Orthodox Christian Ethiopian faith
Silk Road Virtual University
https://altnewsreview.substack.com
https://www.academia.edu/49144215/Made_in_America_Genocide_in_Ethiopia_A_four_part_article_series_Rev

2021 May 29  Polarized Euro-Americans Gasping at the End of History
- Barely able to conceptualize the possibility of a beautiful new dawn;
Article, 9 pages - Reviews flaws in the theories of Adam Smith (1776) and Francis Fukuyama (1992), the current and probable future ramifications of the systems they exalted, and the possibility of a new, vastly more socially egalitarian dawn for humankind. [Keywords: Capitalism, socialism, neoliberal, Adam Smith, Francis Fukuyama, end of history, poverty, slavery, censorship, propaganda, ethnonationalism, terrorism and hope]
Silk Road Virtual University
https://altnewsreview.substack.com
https://www.academia.edu/49182974/Polarized_Euro_Americans_Gasping_at_the_End_of_History
2021 May 27 **US Promotion of Afghan Pashtun Ethnonationalism** –
A new and deadlier phase of American forever war intensifies in
Afghanistan and the Central Asian Region [Keywords: Afghanistan, Belt
and Road Initiative] [https://altnewsreview.substack.com/p/us-
promotion-of-afghan-pashtun-ethnonationalism
https://www.academia.edu/49052091/Ethnonationalism_and_Terrorism
_in_Afghanistan
https://altnewsreview.substack.com/]

2021 May 19 **Trapped and Alone with Terrorist Tyrannosaurus Americanus** –
In Palestine [Alt-News Review/Substack]

2021 May 17 **Strategic Competition Act of 2021 - Pt. 3 Target Belt and Road Initiative**
(Article, 90 pages) [Keywords: Congress, Senate Committee on Foreign
Relations, Belt and Road Initiative, Law] [Alt-news Review/Substack,
The Great Linking,
https://www.academia.edu/48945854/Strategic_Competition_Act_of_20
21_Pt_3_Target_Belt_and_Road_Initiative]

2021 May 8 **The Colossus, the Courts and the Cliff** (Article, 4 pages)
Alt-News Review/Substack, The Great Linking

2021 May 7 **Strategic Competition Act of 2021 - Pt. 2 Illegal Info War Against China**
(Article, 75 pages) [Keywords: Congress, Senate Committee on Foreign
Relations, Belt and Road Initiative, May 15, 2021] [Alt-news Review/Substack,
The Great Linking,
https://www.academia.edu/49468629/Strategic_Competition_Act_of_20
21_Pt_2_Illegal_Info_War_Against_China]

2021 Apr. 25 **Strategic Competition Act of 2021 - Pt. 1 A Hate Crime** (Article, 7 pages)
[Keywords: Congress, Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, Belt and
Road Initiative, Law] [Alt-News Review/Substack,
https://www.academia.edu/47721888/Strategic_Competition_Act_of_20
21_A_Hate_Crime_A_Day_That_Will_Live_in_Infamy, The Great Linking]

2021 Apr. 23 **Alt News During the 3rd Red Scare** (Six-part series of articles on one
doc.)
https://www.academia.edu/49453414/Alt_News_During_the_3rd_RED_
2021 Apr. 13 **President Biden - I Challenge you!** To hold a Nationwide Special Referendum on the Third World War You are Trying to Start and... Let the Voters Decide! (Article, 3 pages) Alt-News Review/Substack.com

2021 Apr. 12 **17 Steps to Saving the American Democracy** (Article, 12 pages) The Great Linking

2021 Apr. 11 **We are Innocent - What everyone should know about Islam** – The Great Linking Project Proposal and Peace Solidarity (Book, 377 pages) academia.edu, Silk Road Virtual University

2021, Apr. 9 **Google Corporation, Dinosaurs and Extinction** (Article 18 pages) https://www.academia.edu/49454150/Google_Corporation_Dinosaurs_and_Extinction & Silk Road Virtual University


2021 Mar. 18 **That hate-virus is a killa - I feel sorry for almost everyone** (Article, 4 pages) Silk Road Virtual University

2020


2020 Jul 17  **English as a Foreign Language (EFL) and Peace Studies: A socially egalitarian approach to Intermediate EFL** (Book, [amazon.com](http://amazon.com))
English as a Foreign Language (EFL) and Peace Studies

A socially egalitarian approach to Intermediate EFL

GREGORY BRUNDAGE

2020 Jun. 12  Silk Road Kung Fu Friendship Tour – Vol. 2: The Journey Continues
(Book, amazon.com, ISBN: 9798653721496)


2020 Apr. 29  Preventing Pompeos Next Attack Pt. 2 (Article, 61 pages ) academia.edu & https://www.silkroadvirtualuniversity.org/

2020 Apr. 20  Preventing Pompeos Next Attack Pt. 1 (Article, 27 pages) academia.edu https://www.silkroadvirtualuniversity.org/

2020 Jan. 7  Time-Critical Need for Restructuring the United Nations - Glimmers of Hope from the ICC or Just Another Distraction Paving the Way to WWIII? (Book 255 pages) academia.edu

2019


2019 Nov. 18  Battle for the Soul of America Pt 1: Evolution of the Deep State - A brief outline history and literature review of the proliferation of the ‘deep state’ in Europe and the USA (Article 50 pages) academia.edu

2019 Nov. 18  Battle for the Soul of America Pt 2: Deep State vs. Alternative News (Article 21 pages) academia.edu

2019 Sept. 11  Francafrique - A literature review and statistical analysis of historic and
contemporary policies and practices perpetuating French neo-colonialism and neo-crusades in the Sahel region of Africa (Article 27 pages) academia.edu


2018


Shaolin Temple, Martial Arts, Silk Road 少林寺, 武术, 丝绸之路

Shaolin Monastery - History, Culture and Reincarnation.docx (1st Ed. 2017) amazon.com, academia.edu, Silk Road Virtual University

North Shaolin Temple 北少林寺

1. 2010 年 11 月 重建北少林寺-第 1 部分（印刷版）Rebuilding the Northern Shaolin Temple 1 (Print Edition)
2. 2011 年 5 月/6 月 重建北少林寺-第 2 部分（印刷版）Rebuilding the Northern Shaolin Temple 2 (Print Edition)
5. 2013 年 1 月/2 月 重建北少林寺——第五部分：“重建全速前进！（印刷版）Rebuilding the North Shaolin Temple – Part V: “Reconstruction Full-Speed Ahead! (Print Edition)
http://www.kungfumagazine.com/ezine/article.php?article=1175

http://www.kungfumagazine.com/ezine/article.php?article=1176

http://www.kungfumagazine.com/ezine/article.php?article=1181


My Shaolin research and publications are quoted by many other writers, including:
http://www.rgm.hu/index.php?mid=125

Silk Road Kung Fu Friendship Tour 丝绸之路功夫友谊之旅

Other martial arts 其他武术

Kung Fu Magazine (U.S.A.)


3. 2012, Dec. A Visit to Chin Wu Athletic Association Headquarters in Shanghai
   http://www.kungfumagazine.com/ezine/article.php?article=1074

4. 2013, Feb. 13 Visiting the Home of the Monkey King Sun Wu-Kong
   http://www.kungfumagazine.com/ezine/article.php?article=1084

5. 2013, Mar. The Broad-based Roles of Kung Fu, Tai Chi and Other Martial Arts in Education - A Brief Literature Review
   http://www.kungfumagazine.com/ezine/article.php?article=1085

6. 2013, Aug. In the footsteps of the Masters – Search for the Ultimate Kung Fu Shoes (Visit to Neiliansheng Shoe store in Xiamen Beijing & Baitasi Temple – a Shaolin Branch in Jixian)
   http://www.kungfumagazine.com/ezine/article.php?article=1120

8. 2015, June, Ramil Allahverdiyev - “Professor of the Ring” in World Sanda Championship http://www.kungfumagazine.com/ezine/article.php?article=1229

2010 – 2021 Internet sites 互联网网站

- https://thegreatlinking.org
- https://heartpublications.org
- https://altnewsreview.substack.com
- https://www.fightingartsasias.com
- https://www.silkroadvirtualuniversity.org
- https://www.silkroadresearchcenter.org
- https://triathlonchina.weebly.com
- https://chinamed.weebly.com
- https://gregsefl.weebly.com

Global Times Newspaper (National Newspaper) 《环球时报》（国家报纸）

2010, Jan. 7 Diplomat and Optimist - Interview His Excellency Patrick Nijs, Ambassador of Belgium to China

2001-2009 South Korea 韩国 / 대한민국

English teacher/University lecturer & freelance feature story writer

The Korea Times newspaper 韩国时报

2002 May 4 Thoughts of the Times - Bullies, big and little

2005 Sept. 25 Thoughts of the Times
Should Korea make one day a week English day?

2003 July 31 Embassy Row
Korea and Belgium have more in common than meets the eye
Interview with Ambassador Koenraad Rouvroy

Aug. 7, 2003 Embassy Row
Italy, Korea Share Common Passions
Interview with Ambassador Franchesco Raussi
-Aug. 14, 2003 Embassy Row
  Building Human Bridges Across Pacific
  Interview with Ambassador David Taylor

The Korea Herald newspaper 韩国先驱报
-May 30, 2007 Unsung Heroes of the Classroom
  Published under my Korean penname, ‘Kim Seok-pil’
-Jun. 27, 2007 The greatest slavery of all? Published under penname ‘Kim Seok-pil’


Black Belt Magazine 黑带杂志
-Feb. 2006 Hwarang History (Vol. 44 No. 2, 42)

Taekwondo Times Magazine 跆拳道时报杂志
-Mar. 2007 Zen & Sunmudo; Martial Art Training at Golgulsa Temple (Vo. 27, No. 2, 20)
-May 2008 Korean Traditional Archery (Special Korean culture issue)

Kendo World Magazine (Japan) 剑道世界杂志（日本）
-June, 2007 Living Your Art - An Interview with Park Yong Chon - Korean Sword Master (Vol. 3.4)

Chapter in Book 书中的章节
-2007 Summer Korea Up Close – Photographic Encounters by Foreign Observers
  Lords of Swords – Korean Traditional Swordsmiths: Revival of a Lost Art

Conference Presentation 会议演讲
-2008 Brundage, G. (Konyang University, S. Korea), Deng, K. (Nankai University, China), Differences in Study Strategy Use by Chinese KSL and Korean CFL University Students as a Function of Parents’ Educational Levels and Gender (Abstract can be found here.)
Foreign Language Study Strategy Use and Language Institute Attendance by Korean EFL and CFL University Students


South Korea Internet Sites 韩国互联网网站
Interviews and photos of Korea’s finest sword smiths
2007 Journalism resume, clippings, photos, volunteer work, etc.
http://goldstonepencil.tripod.com

And other professional writing & writing related work

New Straits Times (National Newspaper) 新海峡时报（国家报纸）
15/05/92 Midnight Q for water - Story about a local government’s difficulties with photo of people lined up to get water at a fire hydrant in Desa Pandan.
07/07/92 Part 1 - Child abuse prevention series
14/07/92 Part 2
23/07/92 Part 3
30/07/92 Part 4
13/01/94 Start of a series of articles from Pakistan and Kashmir
- Kashmiri Decry Anti-Muslim Bias,
- Rawalpindi at the Crossroads,
- Afghan Refugees Blame the U.S.

Many others

The Sunday Star (Newspaper) 星期日星报（报纸）
Ambassador at Large Series
30/05/93 Pakistan
23/05/93 Britain
There were several others in this series, including the ambassadors from Belgium and Papua New Guinea. My records are not complete due to moving frequently over the years.

18/04/93 Plight of the Legal Immigrants

**Asian Defense Journal 亚洲国防杂志**

10/1994 Strategic Psychopharmacology in Modern Warfare

**Suara Masjid Negara (Newsletter of the National Mosque) 国家清真寺通讯**

**ISSN 1026-825**

11/11/94 Science and Islam Series

18/11/94 Part 2

25/11/94 Part 3

May, 1994 Special Issue

Many others

**Islamic Herald Magazine 伊斯兰先驱杂志**

02/94 Islam and the Martial arts (Vol. 5 No. 1)

1995 The Occupied Territories –

Interview with Malaysia’s Palestinian Ambassador
Many others

1994, 1995  Worked as Assistant Editor for Islamic Herald Magazine.

In Malaysia I published using the pennames: Gregory Brundage, and Greg Abdul Rashid. My Muslim name is Abdul Rashid and editors generally chose the byline for me.

**Other professional writing in Malaysia** 马来西亚的其他专业写作

**Advertising**

Copywriting for Wang Artor Creative  
Communications  
Clients: CitiBank, MasterCard & Nivea  
Director: Kenneth Ong

**Video Script Writing (Company & Project Promotions)**

- Cooperative College of Malaysia  
  Subcontracted through Digiart Sdn & H.A.S.
- Meggatel Sdn Bhd  
  Productions;
- Johor Baru Water Privatization Project  
  Mrs. Chin Goh, Director
- Seremban Oakland Industrial Park  
- Bandar Baru Nilai (Pelandang Kemia Bhd)  
- Golf Club Negara Subang Silver Jubilee  
- Olympia Land Bhd  
- BHLB Unit Trust

SouthGate Video Proposal  
Consortium led by Tabung Haji’s Property Development Company SPTH  
Subcontract through Visual Edge Snd Bhd  
Haidar Abu Bakar, Director

Clean Room Gloves  
Beacon Sdn Bhd  
En. Gan Eng Chye

Malaysia Palm Oil Nutrition  
Jora-Aki Technology Sdn Bhd  
En. S. Param

**Business Proposals**

Acquisition of BB Plaza by Sungei Wang Landmarks Sdn Bhd & others  
Subcontracted through DigiArt Sdn Bhd
Sepang Airport Concession Contract

Many others

**Market Research**

Oil and gas, petrochemical and chemical industries in ASEAN, including South Korea and Taiwan; The E & C companies that built them, as well as histories, costs, ownership and projections to 2010
A 3-month project

**Other writing related employment in Malaysia**

Statistics Teacher at Akedemi Penulis National Writer’s Academy
No. 7, Lorong Kuda, Off Jalan Tun Razak
50450 Kuala Lumpur

**Newspaper Reporter USA 美国报纸记者**


+ Full time newspaper Reporter
   
   Over this three-year period, I published hundreds of articles including
   + interviews with numerous Senators and Congressmen,
   + Fourteen-part series on Cracks in the Child Protective System
     (This series led to several laws being changed.)
   + Series on Becoming a Man in the African American Community
   + Series on Jeffrey Dahmer murder trial (I left the U.S. shortly after this)

1991 Promoted to editor of MCJ subsidiary newspaper “Northwest 76er”

**Journal of American Geographical Society 美国地理学会杂志**

(AGS) - published a series of book reviews

For a five-year record of my academia.edu visits, see here.